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From the Tiller

Hello fellow members
Yep, the sailing season is over…is the actual season getting 
shorter, or is it just passing more quickly..?? Either way, ASC has 
enjoyed another fantastic six months of sailing and “mucking 
about in boats”, so what’s news?

NEW START BOAT:
You may have been thinking “Where’s this new start boat that 
everyone’s been talking about. Surely it doesn’t take THIS long 
to buy a 2nd hand boat !”  Well, surprisingly it does. We had 
a long and detailed list of things to look out for and even 
with prices dropping fast in the current economic climate, 
we couldn’t nail down the perfect boat. BUT (and it’s a big 
but) every cloud has a silver lining and we are very proud to 
announce that we have ordered a  BRAND  NEW  START  BOAT 
! Known as a Keith Brown 30, the boat ticks all the boxes and 
we even get to have a say in the final design.(There are some 
pictures on the Notice Board). Dave Hyde has been the “Go-to 
guy” - many thanks Dave! Dave’s article is later in this issue

CENTREBOARD RACING:
With the end of the season upon us, the final series  results 
have been tallied and it’s great to see some new names in the 
winners. Sure, there’s some “old” names there too, but our 
strength in the dinghies is fabulous.
We’ve finished the season with over a hundred kids sailing in 
the morning blue/red/purple/beige groups followed by the 
gold “racers” in the afternoon.
Now, don’t think that there’s no sailing over winter… The 
winter sailing dates have been chosen and we have over fifty 
kids signed on to keep the skills up once a month.
We are also looking for a few parents to join our Centreboard 
Committee – no special skills necessary!
The committee meets once a month on a mid-week evening 
to discuss general dinghy stuff, so if you’d like to help – please 
pop along to see what happens.

MANLY JUNIOR NATIONALS AT AVALON!
I’m very proud to announce that ASC has nominated to host 
the MJ Australian Championships over the Christmas – New 
Year break this year. We will be looking for lots of helpers 
– from Parking Attendants to Mark Layers to Response Boat 
Crew, to Canteen Helpers to BBQ Experts. If you are thinking 
about being around Avalon during that time, please let Chuck 
Bradley know.

YACHT RACING:
The Pittwater Regatta was run a few weeks ago and for the first 
time a “Wet Etchells” division was added. ASC boats filled the 

first three places – Too good!
The yachts also have winter racing dates set, with the last 
Sunday in each month the nominated race day. Palm Beach 
Yacht Club has massaged their own calendar so that the middle 
Sunday of each month is their race day, and all ASC boats are 
very welcome.
There’s always yachts that race on Sundays looking for a crew 
or two, so don’t forget to register your interest on our Crew Wiki 
– accessed via the ASC website – everyone welcome, you can 
learn on the job !!

CRUISING:
A cast of hundreds participated in the Challenger Head race 
recently. It was great to see so many attending. This is the big 
race where the racers and cruisers get together. Sue Flaye’s 
article appears later in this issue.
On other matters Cruising, a small group of boats will be sailing 
to Sydney Harbour for the Easter long weekend and others will 
be heading to relax  “up the creek”. Contact Paul Sinclair or Sue 
if you’re around

PORTUGUESE PICNIC:
We put in our order for a nice day months ago and “Huey the 
weather god” duly delivered. Nearly a thousand people turned 
up (well, way more than a hundred and twenty..)
The girls won the Tug-of-War 2 out of 3 times, and there was a 
call for the Ref when they pulled the stump out of the ground! 
(the boys needed all the help they could get)
The Ref was also called during the Egg Throwing and howls 
of protest were heard when the eggs were randomly swapped 
by “Rosco the Adjudicator” during the finals. Who said you 
couldn’t use a rock hard fossilized egg….???
 The “Sherman Shooters” were a huge hit as they are each year, 
although I must admit that swallowing – and digesting – the 
recipe took a while to get used to…
So thanks again to all our helpers as we celebrate the end of 
another great season at  mighty Avalon, see you on the water.
As always, many thanks to all for the news, suggestions and 
commendations.

To all our sailors, sail well, sail fair, sail fast and make your 
club proud !

Peter Gale

Commodore
Avalon Sailing Club
“The sailing club closest to Paradise!”
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Challenger Head Race/Cruise
The Challenger Head Race took place on the 7th March and was 
very well attended this year, with 15 yachts taking part, five of 
them from the Cruising Division, joined by Trina, the Halvorsen, 
at the anchorage. The day was fair, with rather light winds to 
suit the heavier cruising boats, but it was a lovely day for this 
highly competitive event. The Cronans and Flayes made an im-
pressively good start for non-racing craft, but soon lost sight of 
the rest of the fleet which shot off up Pittwater at far too brisk a 
pace for our liking.  In fact, I can say little about the race as we 
were firmly established at the back of the fleet the whole way, so 
apologies if this seems a rather personalised view of events!  

I believe Matt Kirlew and Jo Shaw on Jindarra were the first 
“yacht with a wheel” to cross the line, in fourth position. First 
over the line, and therefore third place, was Satchmo, the Etch-
ells, with Peter and Elizabeth Kidner in charge.  Winner, as mean 
time for the fleet (after complex and mysterious deliberations by 
the handicapper), were Jean Cross and Richard on Diablo.  Paul 
and Bev Sinclair on Hagar were also well up in the middle of the 
fleet. We were hoping for second place for being last, but John 
and Jenny Cronan snatched it away from us, nearly missing being 
registered by the finish boat as they sneaked up behind it!  We 
fought it out with Vela for second last but they prevailed. It must 
have been the extra beer we had as we neared the finish line that 
gave us the edge!

Phil King on Soleil then threw down the gauntlet by sailing all 
the way from the finish line up the creek to Akuna Bay.  They 
were accompanied a lot of the way by the Brett and Robyn Sta-
pleton on Summer Wine. We could not resist this challenge and 
sailed the sedate (badly in need of a slip) Kate Kelly the entire 
creek, only dropping the sails to anchor.  Jim got plenty of exer-
cise winching every few minutes!  Falko, Franziska, Niclas (and 
their black cat) on Vela also zigzagged the passage with us almost 
to the end, so there are a number of future contenders for the 
newly awarded prize, the “Bitter End Trophy”.  Phil put up this 

prize and will be in hot contention next year, kindly awarding 
the inaugural prize to us on Kate Kelly.   We then all anchored in 
the beautiful bay beyond the Akuna Bay Marina.  We had never 
realised that there is a large stretch of peaceful water up there, 
far more attractive for the night than the stinkboat- infested con-
crete pens of the marina itself.  Some of the racing yachts were 
anchoring for the first time and had to have a few goes, but a 
peaceful night was had by all.  The boat boys, Luke and Ben, as 
well as starting and finishing the race, did a wonderful job ferry-
ing everyone ashore and back for dinner and breakfast the next 
morning.  Zac’s Cafe at the marina put on an excellent fish, chips 
and salad dinner and we all greatly enjoyed the evening’s social-
ising, being joined by other members who arrived by car. Many 
of us then further indulged in hearty breakfasts  before setting 
off for a leisurely sail home on Sunday. Of course there was a 
very strong wind blowing as we sailed back up to the clubhouse 
on Sunday evening, almost the type of gale that enables Kate 
Kelly to get up some speed, too late, but then who cares?!  The 
idea of the Challenger Head Race is for all types of yachts in the 
club to  get together in friendly competition.  The handicapping 
system works brilliantly as nobody knows the winner until well 
into the social events of the evening, so the tension is high!  Ian 
Craig did a great job pouring over the figures while we were all 
enjoying the odd glass of wine.Thanks also to the Kidners for 
organising the event.

If you didn’t come this year, make sure you join in next time.  It 
helps to have a boat that you can at least camp aboard (no cook-
ing needed!), so you don’t have to sail home and miss out on the 
evening fun. Take heart though, if you think you can’t race or 
don’t know how to anchor, then this is the event to give it all a 
go and thoroughly enjoy yourself in the process!

Sue Flaye

See photographs on following page.

WORKING BEES

 

All hAndS on decK PleASe! 
Sat May 2 & Sat July 18
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Challenger Head Weekend
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Sailing photos by Kingsley Forbes-Smith
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Lord Howe island - Feb 2009

During February, a group from Avalon Sailing Club, united through 
love of the sea, travelled to Lord Howe Island (LHI to the locals). 
Because of various external commitments, the group varied in 
dimension from four couples to five couples and the length of stay 
ranged from 3 days 15 days. This is how they spent a few of those 
days. It is also an unashamed informal promotion for those who 
have been procrastinating about a trip to this island paradise.

 Schools of circling trevally and kingfish with an average length 
in excess of a metre swam close to our goggles and outstretched 
hands, always just out of reach unless we were holding food. 
This was at Ned’s Beach in the late afternoon when the air was 
slightly cooler than the sea at 24degrees centigrade with a depth 
of less than two metres. White sand enhanced primary colours of 
intruding wrasse which darted in close, probably as concerned 
with us and the larger fish. Welcome to day one on LHI, a most 
unexpected part on NSW. Sometime between 4.30 and 5.00pm a 
man with a small white bucket of fish off-cuts stood on the water’s 
edge and fed the thrashing fish and this would not have been a 
good time to be sharing space with the schools or the wrasse.

Refreshed, stimulated or both, we rinsed our snorkeling gear in 
fresh water at the shelter shed, dropped these items into baskets 
supported on our bicycle handlebars and rode for less than 
five minutes through an avenue of Kentia palms to Somerset 
Apartments before dinner “up the hill” at Pandanus Restaurant. 
Later that night some took the courtesy bus to Somerset, others 
wombled down the hill sharing a single flashlight.

 The following day those of us who not visited LHI, joined Peter 
Phillips and Chase ‘n’ Thyme Island Tours for an island orientation. 
At the end of our three hour tour, why this island remained one 
of the places many of us had consistently put on the list of places 
yet to visit was shaping into a major question. Accommodation is 
limited to 400 beds, the airfare from Sydney is not inexpensive and 
Kentia palms dominate the lower level landscape. Balance this 
with availability of activities such as viewing the most southern 
coral reefs in the world on the most eastern point of Australia in an 
aggressively controlled clean and green environment and where 
being polite to cyclists and roadside walkers is a way of life. Where 
wearing a helmet while cycling is enforced by the island constable 
with multi occupational skills including duties as Harbour Master 
and Customs Officer. At the golf course we watched as rare and 
endangered woodhens scratched beneath shrubs beside the club 

house where you can select and hire of a bag and clubs.

 At the southern end of LHI is a place called Potholes. Ariel 
photographs show a series of eleven parallel trenches of varying 
widths which start about 300metres from shore and finish in the 
reef which separates the sea from the lagoon. One morning we 
cycled from Somerset Apartments along Lagoon Road, through 
the airport headwind, past the golf course to the gate which 
defines access to Mount Gower, then entered the water using a 
washed up grey tree trunk as an on-shore marker. Close to low 
tide, the shallow water was crystal clear and intermittent clouds 
dappled the sand, sea grass and coral without the disturbance we 
had noted the previous day with an incoming tide. The gradual 
sloping bottom differed from holes such as Silph’s in the greater 
expanse of the lagoon although the variety of tropical fish within 
the state of NSW was a constant surprise. Apart from the countless 
small fish-iridescent blue to silver in colour, assisted by “Lord 
Howe Island Marine Park, Sea Shore to Sea Floor” we collectively 
identified moorish idol, toadstool rock cod, white mouthed moral 
eel, Norfolk cardinalfish, bluefish, butterflyfish, damsels, banded 
scalyfin, wrasse, sea cucumbers, to name just a few. The group 
moved slowly south and west towards Mount Gower and the small 
waves foaming on Lagoon reef. Holes appeared, as though a plateau 
of coral was suspended above the sand. Fish swam into the holes 
and disappeared. Then we saw the first trench, then the second 
and a third and a fourth. The approach from shallow water over 
an acute angle edge into a depth of about 7 metres was literally 
breathtaking. Following the trenches towards the reef was like 
canyoning in water and in some places arms extended could reach 
the waving red, green and brown marine algae which covered the 
walls. Each trench seemed to have individual characteristics with 
rocky or sandy bottoms and slight bends, first to the right then to 
the left. For reasons unknown and which did not seem to matter in 
this marine wonderland, fish species were few and far between in 
the trenches. The return swim to shore was leisurely, and offered 
time to think about our “discovery”

Sitting on the old grey log in the sunshine, we animatedly compared 
our marine sightings; it is amazing how conversation with fresh 
water and cake can increase the length and attack potential of 
moray eels and those small and friendly Galapagos sharks.

 Some of us interrupted our return cycle time with an iced coffee 
at Humpty Mick’s Café.
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A few minutes before 5.00pm, we seated ourselves in the village 
community hall next door to Humpty’s ready to see four short films 
on the history of flying boats which once carried tourists to the 
island. The side doors were open wide for fresh air and the view 
through the Norfolk pines, across the Lagoon to Mounts Lidgbird 
and Gower was nothing short of spectacular.

Pre-dinner drinks and nibbles on the verandah of Room 7 preceded 
dinner on the adjoining verandah of Room 8; steaks from Top 
shop cooked on one of the convenient Somerset Apartments gas 
barbecues in shelters without walls beneath waving Kentia palms.

Another morning some of the group seconded Chase ‘n’ Thyme for 
mini-bus transport to the base of Mount Lidgbird for a walk and 
climb through palms then rainforest dotted with tree ferns where 
the indigenous land birds scratched fearlessly on the ground and 
eventually entered the area of forest where palm fronds turn 
upwards rather than downwards. The objective was a place called 
the Goat House at the top extremity of the forest where Mount 
Lidgbird becomes an almost vertical rock face. Goats released 
by whaling ships found the place before humans. Today, ropes 
secured with steel spikes and rings assist climbers visiting the Goat 
House; those whalers must have been tough men.

For some of the group this was a warm-up before tackling a few 
days later the next door Mount Gower summit - a classic climb of 
875 metres.

In the afternoon tired limbs were encouraged to relax with a quiet 
snorkel at Ned’s Beach.

Sometime during our ten days, on a breezy warm morning, we 
racked our bicycles in front of the Lagoon Road premises of LHI 
Marine Adventures, walked across the sand and boarded a flat 
bottom boat with a 3 metre long glass viewing panel. During the 
20 minute trip from Lagoon Beach to North Bay the panel provided 
clear viewing of two adult size green turtles and the skipper pointed 
out half a dozen surface swimming hawksbill turtles.

North Bay’s white sand beach was occupied by several varieties 
of terns and the tide had obliterated any human footprints from 
the previous day. We followed a hobbling tern shaming a broken 
wing to lead us away from her nest, on a track which led from the 
beach to two open front shelter sheds, each with a barbecue and 
left our snorkel gear while the multi-skilled skipper lead us along 
the sand for some migratory sea bird observations in rookeries at 
the northern extremity of the beach.

When the glass bottom boat departed, we used our short term 
marooned time to follow a board-walk, then a track to Old Gulch 
and the Herring Pools. Snorkeling from the beach towards the 
Herring Pools along a vertical wall of Old Gulch we could see 
flower urchins, anemones, colourful marine algae, clinging to a 
visually estimated 10metres of vertical rock which terminated at 
a sand bottom.

The boat returned in the early afternoon for snorkeling near a 
wreck in North Bay. We returned to the Lagoon in time for Room3 
to prepare seafood curry with kingfish from the Co-Op store which 
we found reminiscent of an old fashioned health food shop.

Some of us found it hard to believe this was our first visit to 
LHI. Historically, we were not alone in this “discovery”. The first 
European discovery was in 1788 by a ship sailing from Sydney 
to Norfolk Island and there is no evidence of prior settlement or 
activity. There is a model of the extinct, terrestrial giant horned 
turtle in the Museum and more than 100 species of migratory 
birds come and go, just like the tourists, albeit restricted to less 
than 400 at any given time. Pre-visit conversations with friends 
and acquaintances had a common thread in that there was always 
a plan to visit LHI sometime. Thanks to the inspiration of Celia and 
Ian Craig, those first-timers in the group found it is not difficult to 
become hooked on this island where sea activities include fishing, 
snorkeling, turtle viewing, diving, surfing, catamaran sailing while 
land activities are walking-steep or level, cycling, bird watching, 
golf and tennis. Our rooms were bereft of locks with keys and most 
often only the screen doors were closed. Honesty boxes are an 
accepted item for hire of surfboards, snorkels and fins at Ned’s 
Beach and ubiquitous cycle racks from one end of the island to the 
other encourage cycling then walking. Just go!

Warwick Barnes

To see the JibSheet in glorious colour go to our website
www.avalonsailingclub.com.au
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With Races 1, 2 & 3 completed during Round 1 at Gosford back in 
December, on the weekend of 14-15 February, 13 of Avalon Sailing 
Club’s Flying Eleven sailors and their families headed to Belmont 
for the second and final round of the State Championships.

Friday night began with Damien James celebrating his 17th birthday 
with a giant mud cake however not long after the candles were 
blown out the rain came down and stayed for the entire weekend.

With possibly one of the wettest recorded days in February, on 
Saturday morning 76 Flying Eleven’s headed out into the mist for 
Races 4 & 5.

As the wind picked up strength and the rain squalls came and went 
our sailors proved they had what it takes in all conditions with 
Scott Cotton & Max Vos in Cotton On placing 1st in both races, Tim 
Forbes-Smith & Will Dargaville - 6th & 5th, Tom Koerner & Josh 
Ponton - 9th & 2nd  and Anna Kendall & Monica Hyde - 4th in 
Race 5.

The rain continued heavily all night, however not to let a bit of 
damp weather spoil the fun the ‘Kendall’ cabin became pizza 
central for the parents while the sailors had a great time cabin 
hopping, watching movies, eating pizza and even swimming in the 
pool – they figured they were already wet so it didn’t matter!

Sunday came with little change in the weather and as they again 
headed out for Race 6 the conditions ranged from light 5kt shifts 
to 15kt rain squalls.  Race 6 saw Scott Cotton & Max Vos place 3rd, 
Wil Coxon & Oliver Bell 7th, Tom Koerner & Josh Ponton 9th & Tim 
Forbes-Smith & Will Dargaville in 10th.  

With the Race Committee keen to run all 7 scheduled races the 
sailors ate lunch on the water before heading back to the start for 
one last time.

As a fog descended on Lake Macquarie and visibility for most of 
Race 7 was less than 20m the following are accounts from the 
sailors and spectators on the water, as those of us who stayed 

ashore had absolutely no idea!

Just after a 1.30pm start with 15kts from the south-east and the 
rain pouring down the fleet headed to the top mark – wherever 
that was!   The entire work was a mystery and a gamble for most 
with the odds not fairing well for many of our front-runners.  As the 
wind dropped and the fog settled those of us on shore could see 
the faint outline of the wing mark and noted boats as they rounded 
before disappearing again into oblivion.  At the end of the race 
Penny Kendall & Lucy Murray had found their way through the fog 
to cross the line in 3rd place.

At the end of the Regatta the final scratch results were;

76 Boats
Scott Cotton & Max Vos – Cotton On – 2nd 
Tom Koerner & Josh Ponton – TomTom – 4th 
Tim Forbes-Smith & Will Dargaville – Eugene – 9th 
Penny Kendall & Lucy Murray – Ace - 10th 
Anna Kendall & Monica Hyde – Checkmate - 16th 
Wil Coxon & Oliver Bell – SS Squill – 21st 
Gemma Rasdall & Jess Angus – Outrageous – 22nd
Damien James & Oliver Parker – Rolled Oats XI – 34th
Matthew Mayall & Matthew Bell – Onya Mark – 37th
Nicola Forbes-Smith & Alicia Watt – Sparta - 48th
Sam Treharne & Adam Bradley – Hot Potato – 50th
Malcolm & Sarah Parker – Jynx – 51st
Jessica Russell & Genevieve James – River Rat - 41st
Louis Halford & Imogen Murray – Vendetta – 71st (competing in 
Rd1only)

I usually go through all the photos and try to include at least 1 
photo of each boat from ASC for our Jibsheet pages however, owing 
to the weather conditions during that weekend David & Kingsley 
were unable to take as many photos as they normally would.  
Apologies to those ASC sailors not appearing this time. – Nicole ☺

Photos courtesy of  David Price F11 National President.  

FLying 11  
state CHamPionsHiPs 2008-2009
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The third and final round of the Manly Junior States was held in 
conjunction with the annual Rookie Regatta at the picturesque 
Point Wolstoncroft Sport & Rec Camp on South Lake Macquarie.
Avalon Sailing Club was represented by the largest contingent 
with 91 of sailors, siblings, mums & dads who all enjoyed a great 
weekend of sailing and sunshine.
We entered 19 of the 31 boats in the Rookie Regatta organised by 
Kingsley Forbes-Smith and supported by Andrew Kendall and 8 
Avalon Flying 11 sailors who gave up their weekend to assist our 
newcomer, Aaron Bradley, Anna Kendall, Gemma Rasdall, Monica 
Hyde, Penny Kendall, Tim Forbes-Smith, Tom Koerner & Will 
Dargaville.
Congratulations to all our Rookies for giving it a go and it was great 
to see so many smiles on all those faces.
Avalon Sailing Club had 5 boats entered in the MJ States Open and 
3 boats in the Novice fleets.  
With only 2 races completed in Round 1 held at ASC back in October 
and with Round 2 in November cancelled due to winds 30+ all 
weekend the Race Committee had a lot of work to do to make this 
series happen.  Col Chidgey again ran a superb regatta and with 
breeze somewhat behaving and storm clouds sent up from Sydney 
luckily going around us not even the shark spotted from the start 
boat would stop us!  Congratulations to our main and novice fleet 
sailors you did a great job in sometimes difficult conditions.

Results are:

MJ STATe OPeN 
SCRATCH OveRALL– 38
7th -  Bullet – Jim Colley & Charlie Langoulant
9th -  Full Throttle – Michael Koerner & Harley Walters 
HANDICAP OveRALL 
4th -  Reflex – Seldon Coventry & Margot Mason
8th -  Panda – Hannah Lanz & Olivia Coxon
JuNIOR DIv 
1st -  Bullet – Jim Colley & Charlie Langoulant

3rd -  Panda – Hannah Lanz & Olivia Coxon
ALL GIRL DIv. 
2nd -  Panda – Hannah Lanz & Olivia Coxon 
6th -  Trick or Treat – Clare & Juliet Costanzo 
9th -  Reflex – Seldon Coventry & Margot Mason

MJ STATe NOvICe – 25
HANDICAP
2nd -  Akuna Matata – Ruby Scholten – Ella Catlin-Struthers
3rd -  Rocket Fuel – Fred Horton & Alistair Read 
17th -  Fast & Furious – Sam Nesbitt & Zack McConaghy 

Nicole Koerner

manLy JunioR state CHamPs &  
Rookie Regatta 2008-2009
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Guess Who? Don’t Sue
Who dropped a dinghy on the Judge’s back? No one admitted 

it even to the ownership of the offending dinghy. The 
problem was solved when the miscreant passed by “Koolong” 
and said “Sorry about the dinghy”. He was on board a yacht with 
a big orange and black spinnaker.

Beware the wrath of the judiciary in spite of hearsay and 
innuendo. Bloody glad I have a blue spinnaker...

An intrepid Etchells sailor was slumming it on one of the 
faster cruising boats recently, and volunteered to help on 

the foredeck. As the spinnaker set, the jib flapped in the slight 
breeze, whereupon he scooped it up in his arms, applied a 
savage headlock, dropped onto his knees to get all his weight 
into play, and bellowed “Jib halyard”. After a few seconds of 
startled silence, a voice echoed up from the blunt end: “It’s a 
furler, Warwick!”

Norm Field

Animated Knots 

If you’ve ever struggled with a knot, or tried to teach 
someone, have a look at “Animated Knots by Grog” 
on the Internet. Just Google it, or go to “http://tiny.
cc/emwls”. You can watch each knot being tied in 
an animation, or click through step by step. The 
text explanations are good too. Judging from the 
massive clumps of rope adorning the wharf on 
Sundays, some club members certainly need to 
study the cleat hitch! 

Glenn Sanders

A prize will be given for the first person that 
can identify who the wearer of  this t-shirt 
is from the club - email your answer to 
secretary@avalonsailingclub.com.au

Who is wearing this?

etCHeLLs sPRint RaCes
Saturday, 4th April, saw a small fleet of enthusiastic wet berth 
Etchells racing on Pittwater in a 15 to 20 knot southerly. This 
was a trial format for Etchells one design racing to be conducted 
in the 09/10 season once a month on the Saturday prior to the 
Sunday Family Race.

Three short races of approximately a half hour duration were 
sailed in quick succession. The course consisted of two consecutive 
windward and leeward returns. Close hauled overlapping yachts 
vying for tactical advantage, mark rounding gunwale to gunwale 
and shadowing down wind was the fare for the day. Races 2 & 3 
saw the first three yachts finish within 30 seconds of each other.

During the second race, drowning in competitive spirit, Freya 
took the “never say die” option on a port tack approach to 
the windward mark despite the rest of the fleet converging on 
starboard. The ensuing engagement saw two boats taking 360 
degree penalties.

In the third race Dragon Lady provided a fine demonstration 
of how to execute a broach in an Etchells without swamping 
the cockpit. We were all impressed at what a good job Dave had 
done cleaning below the water line earlier in the day.

All crews agreed that sailing skills were tested with rapidly 
improved during the afternoon.

Crew from the ASC Sunday fleets are encouraged to register with 
David Hyde or Bruce Dey if they want some extra fun in a one 
design yacht on a Saturday.

Series scratch results are: 1st Sharona; 2nd Numeo Siete; 3rd 
Freya.

Series handicap results are: 1st Numeo Siete; 2nd Freya; 3rd 
Sharona.

Bruce Dey
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The History  
of Avalon  
Sailing Club  
by Norm Field

Available at 
the canteen 
only $10

Avalon Sailing Club

it’s not Just tHe  
boat boys ...  

eveRyone WatCH out!
It seems that NSW Maritime (Waterways) are 
keeping a close eye on club powerboats at the 
moment. It’s not just the boatboys: at the end 
of Gold Division on 27 February, several club 
and parent boats were towing centreboarders 
through the moorings well above ‘no wash’ speed. 
Please be careful - it really knocks moored boats 
around, and if Maritime book you it hurts.

Glenn Sanders

Canteen 
CLosing DoWn
To date no one has come forward 
to take on the role of  canteen co-
ordinator. Stephanie committed to 
2 years in the role and that time is 
now up. We need a local person and 
full training will be given and a lot of  
backup assistance

Maybe two friends, a husband & wife 
team could share the load.

Please think about it and ring 
Stephanie if  you can help

0411 131 731

Well done Sue Flaye!

The one that  
dIdn’T get away!

Cathy Jarratt presents the Two Island Trophy to ‘Summerwine’ 
with Brett and Robyn Stapleton and Peter Gale.

tWo isLanD RaCe

The history of  a family sailing club  on Pittwater from 1932 to 1963
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SuNDAY 26 APRIL 

FAMILY RACe AND BBQ
SATuRDAY 2ND MAY 

WORkING Bee
SATuRDAY 30 MAY 

COMMODORe’S BALL
SuNDAY 31 MAY 

PReSeNTATION DAY -  
YACHTS AND CeNTReBOARDeRS 

PLuS WINTeR FAMILY RACe & BBQ

SuNDAY 28 JuNe 

FAMILY RACe AND BBQ
SATuRDAY 18 JuLY 

WORkING Bee
SuNDAY 26 JuLY 

FAMILY RACe AND BBQ
SuNDAY 2ND AuGuST 

ANNuAL GeNeRAL MeeTING

2009-2012 RaCing
RuLes oF saiLing

Will be available to purchase from 
the Club for $35.00, cheaper than at 

bookshops. Please phone or email me 
your requirements.

Celia Craig 9488 7416 
secretary@avalonsailingclub.com.au

ASc start boat news
Well after many months of research and trudging around to boat 
brokers and many hours on the internet the club has finally de-
cided to procure a brand new Keith Brown 30 as our new flag-
ship/committee/start boat /gin palace.
Well maybe not a gin palace more like a prawn trawler which is 
what the Keith Brown 30s original design scope was. However 
it should make an excellent platform for our race management 
team to perform their duties in comfort, and dare I say style.
The decision to go with this boat ended up being an easy choice 
as there really isn’t anything like it on the market.
Even second hand Keith Brown 30s were generally worn out with 
huge motors that may cause their own financial crisis.
As for all the pleasure boats on the market they generally have 
a lot of facilities and equipment that we simply don’t need and 
cost as much if not more than the new Keith Brown 30.
So what do we get for our money?
Here are the specs at a glance:-
n 30 feet long, 10 feet wide.
n Full fiberglass hull
n 85 hp John Deere diesel engine
n electric toilet, fully enclosed for privacy and comfort
n electric anchor winch
n Fiberglass hard canopy
n Rear boarding platform
n LED nav lights
n Glass windows
n Displacement hull with a large keel for stability
n Top speed 10 to 12 knots 
Construction is due to start next month with completion in July/
August.
I have been assured that the boat will easily tow any of the 
yachts in our fleet as well.
Stay tuned for further updates, and have a look at the photos on 
the committee board in the clubhouse, sorry I don’t have any for 
this issue but will try to have some for the next one. 
Incidentally the Sports foundation is still open for tax deduc-
table donations with tax time fast approaching; we still need a 
bit more money to fully fund this project.
Finally many thanks to everyone who was part of the Big Night 
Out and thanks to all of you that have given their input into this 
great project.

Dave Hyde 


